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o 
Not a whit, we defy augury. 
There is a special providence 
in the fall of a sparrow. 
If it be now, 
'tis not to come; 
if it be not to come, 
it will be now; 
if it be not now, 
yet it will come-
the readiness is all. 
If no man owes 
of aught he leaves, 
what is't to leave betimes? 
Let be. 
o 
William Shakespeare 
Hamlet 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 
In this thesis we wish to present our investigations on the high energy physics of 
nuclei. We shall be concerned with the interplay between Quantum Chromodynamics 
(QCD) and the phenomenology of nucléons bound in the nucleus. In particular we 
shall examine the influence of muUiquark clusters on the parton momentum distri­
butions in nuclei. We are going to employ certain high energy interactions as tools 
to probe the partonic substructure of complex color singlet systems. The processes 
on which we shall primarily focus our attention are the deep inelastic scattering 
(DIS) of muons and neutrinos, the muon pair production (Drell-Yan process), the 
hadroproduction of direct photons at high values of the transverse momentum, and 
the hadroproduction of charmonium states, all on nuclear targets. 
Ever since the quark-parton model was introduced at SLAC [1, 2] and the scal­
ing properties of deep inelastic structure functions were established, a tremendous 
amount of theoretical and experimental work has been done in order to determine 
the exact QCD behavior of quarks and gluons in hadrons. However, it came as a 
surprise to discover experimentally that the partonic structure of nuclei could not be 
interpreted as an incoherent superposition of the partonic structure of nucléons. This 
phenomenon, known as the EMC effect, after the Euroiiean Muon Collaboration who 
observed it in DIS experiments [3], has attracted the attention of both high energy 
2 
and nuclear physicists who have proposed a number of possible explanations to it 
(references will be given in a later section). Subsequent experiments involving other 
high energy processes established that EMC-type effects existed in such processes as 
well, showing that these phenomena are of universal nature and should be attributed 
to general properties of partons in nuclei. 
In this work, we are studying these effects within the framework of the quark 
cluster model First, we are going to give a description of other attempts and, in the 
continuation, present our own research. 
The Quark-Parton Model 
In 1968 it was observed that electron scattering at high energies exhibited large 
energy and momentum transfer [1,2]. The energy transfer and scattering angle of the 
electron were correlated. This meant that the proton structure functions depended 
only on one variable 
n2 
" = <'• ')  
where was the square of the momentum transfer, u the energy transfer and m the 
proton mass. This result had been anticipated by Bjorken [4] on the basis of current 
algebra in the limit > oo and for finite x. It has since been known as Bjorken 
scaling. Feynman gave the simple physical interpretation that this implied localiza­
tion of the proton charge on pointlike scattering centers which he called partons [5]. 
Since these particles contributed to the scattering process in an incoherent way, they 
had to be thought of as quasifree constituents of the proton. It was also observed 
that the ratio of longitudinal to transverse photoabsorption cross sections on protons 
was very small for large values of and finite x. This suggested that the partons 
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had half-integer spin since only fermions could absorb a spin 1 transverse photon. 
This led to the conclusion [6] that deep inelastic scattering could be described by a 
single structure function F2{x), 
Earlier, the quark model had been proposed by Gell-Mann in order to explain 
the observed SU{Z) classification of hadron spectra [7] and all tests sujjported iden­
tifying the partons with quarks. Quarks were labeled by three different quantum 
numbers called flavors, up, down, and strange, to accommodate the variety of de­
tected hadrons; but they also had to carry color, a new quantum number taking on 
three values, labeled red, yellow, and blue, to prevent violation of the Pauli exclusion 
principle. The proton is made of two up and one down quark, the neutron of two 
down and one up quark, and so on, to complete the spectrum. The picture could not 
be so simple, however, because other entities were observed in the proton. Besides, 
approximately half of the momentum of the proton was carried by electrically neutral 
objects that could not interact with leptons [8]. The local gauge invariance require­
ment imposed on the field theory of colored quarks (Quantum Chromodynamics) 
necessitated the existence of gauge bosons to mediate the color (strong) interaction. 
These electrically neutral, spin 1 particles were called gluons and solved the problem 
of momentum conservation in nucléons. Field theory dictated that gluons could be 
emitted by quarks and could produce quark-antiquark pairs. Investigation of the 
partonic components of the nucléons led to a reasonable determination of the parton 
number densities as functions of x in the Bjorken scaling limit [9]. The difference 
between quark and antiquark densities was recognized as the valence quark content 
of the nucléon and the remaining quarks and antiquarks were named sea or ocean 
quarks. The variable x was seen to be the momentum fraction of the hadron carried 
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by a constituent parton in a reference frame in which the hadron moved at infinitely 
large momentum. Therefore, it ranged between 0 and 1. 
The EMC Effect 
This picture described in the previous section was found to be too simple when 
experiments at CERN and SLAC showed that the cross section for deep inelastic 
scattering of leptons on a nuclear target of mass number A was not a straightforward 
sum of the cross sections on single nucléons [3, 10]. More precisely, the ratio of the 
per nucléon cross sections on a heavy nuclear target and a deuteron target was not 
equal to unity, as had been expected on the basis of the low binding energy of the 
nucléons in the nucleus {8MeV per nucléon) compared to the high values of these 
experiments. In fact, this ratio presented a striking dependence on x, being less 
than one for small values of x {x < 0.1), rising to values a little greater than one at 
X oi 0.2, exhibiting a significant depletion in the range 0.3 < x < 0.8, and finally 
becoming greater than one as x approached unity. This result was obtained for both 
electromagnetic and weak interactions with both muon and neutrino beams. The 
ratio showed a very slow dependence on A and almost no dependence on Q^. This 
phenomenon has since been referred to as the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) 
effect. Similar effects were later observed in the hadropréduction of heavy lepton 
pairs [11] and the resonant production of the J/i/^ and V* bosons which suggested 
that it also existed in the strong interactions. 
The different suggested explanations for the EMC effect are summarized in the 
next section. 
Possible Origins of the EMC Effect 
The various explanations of the EMC-type effects can be grouped in categories 
according to the proposed origin. 
(1) Fermi motion of the nucléons in the nucleus can account for the enhancement 
of the EMC ratio for large values of x. The momentum distribution of a nucléon in the 
nucleus is determined by the Fourier transform of the bound nucléon wavefunction. 
This results in smearing of the structure functions of the nucléons in nuclei since a 
bound nucléon may carry more momentum than a free one. Then, the momentum 
fractions may have values greater than one. Fermi motion effects have been studied 
in Refs. [12] and [13]. The technique used therein is an extension of the one developed 
in Ref. [14]. 
(2) Pions that are exchanged between nuclei may be probed by the virtual elec-
troweak gauge boson of the interaction. The pion distributions are different from 
those of the nucléon. Therefore, their contribution may distort the structure func­
tions of bound nucléons [15]. This idea can explain the depletion of the EMC ratio 
at intermediate values of x. 
(3) Partons from adjacent bound nucléons may recombine to deplete the struc­
ture function at small values of x {shadowing effect). This means that for such values 
the probe 'sees' fewer nucléons in the nucleus [16, 17]. As a result the EMC ratio is 
smaller than one for small x. 
(4) It is possible that the momentum distributions of partons in bound nuclei 
correspond to a value of that is higher than that of free nucléons [18,19]. This can 
give rise to a different x dependence of these distributions due to the evolution 
dictated by QCD [20], leading to an EMC-type behavior of the structure function for 
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intermediate values of x. As increases the total momentum carried by the valence 
quarks decreases so that the structure function for intermediate x, where the valence 
quarks dominate, aquires lower values. 
(5) The wavefunctions of bound nuclei may overlap to form color singlet states of 
baryon numbers greater than one [21, 22, 23]. Then the wavefunction of the nucleus 
of mass number A can be expanded on the complete basis of such states as 
|A >= (i3|3(if > > +«9|9(]f > + + a^j^\ZAq > . (1.2) 
The parton momentum distributions for the multiqxiark clusters that appear in this 
expansion differ from those of single nucléons. It has been shown that this model 
gives contributions to the EMC effect at all values of x [24, 25]. 
Combinations of these models have also been suggested [26]. All the phenomena 
proposed by them may actually happen in the nucleus and their contributions must 
be studied carefully [27]. In this work we shall concentrate on the quark cluster 
model. 
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CHAPTER 2. PARTON DISTRIBUTIONS IN MULTIQUARK 
CLUSTERS 
In this chapter the definitions of general distribution functions for partons in a 
cluster are given in terms of a number of parameters which are subsequently deter­
mined by reasonable physical constraints. The word cluster will refer to a grouping or 
collection of quarks, antiquarks and gluons which form a singlet in the color quantum 
number. The total momentum fraction carried by each constituent of the cluster is 
evaluated and commented upon. Isospin relations among distributions belonging to 
different types of clusters of the same baryon number are also derived. 
General Formalism 
In this thesis we shall characterize a cluster by the number of valence quarks 
TV, which, e.g., is two for a meson, three for a nucléon, or a multiple of three for a 
many nucléon cluster. The data we examine will be such as to restrict our analysis to 
clusters that are formed by superposition of nucléons. The baryon number of such an 
object is N/3. We illustrate the deduction of parton distributions in such clusters by 
initially using clusters formed by superposition of protons, as the parton distributions 
for all other types of iV = 3,6,9,... clusters can be obtained from those discussed 
here by means of isospin relations. The proton (p), contains two up (w) and one 
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down (d) valence quarks and the (pp) cluster contains four up and two down valence 
quarks, though the given formalism applies to all clusters with integer, nonzero baryon 
number and positive electric charge. The extension to clusters involving at least one 
meson is trivial. 
The variable x denotes the fraction of the momentum of the cluster carried by 
a particular parton (valence quark, sea quark or gluon) in the mfiîiite momentum 
frame of that cluster and ranges from zero to one. The functions presented here are 
momentum distributions. The probability that a certain parton carries momentum 
fraction x of its parent cluster, in other words the number density of the parton type 
it represents, is given by the corresponding momentum distribution divided by x. 
We define two valence distributions, and Vjy, for u quarks and for d quarks 
respectively, since u and d quarks need not behave identically due to their different 
mass and electric charge. The sea in the cluster consists of three species of quarks 
accompanied by an equal number of antiquarks to maintain electric charge neutrality. 
There are up, down and strange (s) quarks and antiquarks in the sea. The u, û, d 
and d sea distributions are taken to be identical and the s and s distributions are 
assumed to be half as strong [28]. The distribution of the u sea quark is denoted by 
5'jy in the N valence quark cluster and the following relation holds 
sj^  = s% = sj^  = S% = 2S% = 25^  = %. (2.1) 
The cluster must also contain gluons whose distribution is denoted by Gyy. We may 
also define the ocean distribution as 
Oj^ = (2.2) 
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We assume the following simple form of the momentum distributions [29, 24] 
(2.3) 
V^{x) = (2.4) 
S]\i{x) = i4yv(l - a:)"iV (2.5) 
Gpi{x) = Cf^{l—x)^N. (2.6) 
The form of the quark distributions has been suggested by Drell, Yan, and West 
[30, 31] and is supported by collider and fixed target experiments [3, 32]. The form 
of the gluon distribution is in agreement with data on lepton pair hadroproduction 
[33, 34]. These distributions refer to the Bjorken scaling limit and their possible 
dependence is suppressed in this notation. Results of deeji inelastic scattering 
experiments with electron probes on nucléons [3, 35] suggest that 
which imphes 
a  ^ 4  
The same conclusion may be reached from experiments with neutrino and antineu-
trino beams on protons [36, 37] showing that 
in the limit of zero energy transfer. The simplest assumption these remarks can lead 
us to is 
+ 1- (2.10) 
The coefficients and the exponents in these expressions are determined by reasonable 
constraints which are described next in order of decreasing confidence. 
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Normalization of Valence Quark Distributions 
The most solid requirement on the distribution functions is that the valence 
number densities upon integration over x should give the appropriate number of 
valence quarks in the cluster. For the illustrative cluster considered here the number 
of u valence quarks is 2#/3 and the number of d valence quarks is N/3, 
Jq = 1^' (2-11) 
Jq (2-12) 
Using these normalization conditions and eq. (2.10) we immediately arrive at two 
relations connecting the coefficients of the valence quark distributions to the exponent 
of the u valence quark distribution, 
2 M D—1 (2 '  % 0 (2-13) 
and 
+ (2.14) 
where B { y ,  z )  is the Beta function defined by 
B { y , z )  =  d x x y ~ ^ { l  -  (2.15) 
which is symmetric in y,z. For completeness we mention the property 
where r(y) stands for the Gamma (factorial) function usually given by the integral 
formula 
t { v ) =  r  d t e - H V - K  (2.17) 
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A useful property of the Gamma, function is 
r(2/ + l) = 2/r(2/). (2.18) 
Momentum Sum Rule 
Let us, now, define and calculate the total momentum fractions of the cluster 
carried by the parton species. For the the valence quarks these are 
dx = (2,19) 
Substituting for the coefficients from eqs. (2.13, 2.14) and applying eqs. (2.10, 2.16, 
2.18), we find 
= 3(26^ + 3) 
and 
" 3(26)^ + 5) • 
The total momentum fraction carried by all valence quarks is, of course, 
= xJy + o;^. (2.22) 
Similarly the sea and gluon total momentum fractions are found to be 
'^N = Jq (^:*"%(a:) = ^ (2-23) 
and 
= Jq (2-24) 
respectively. The whole ocean then carries total momentum fraction 
x'^  = 5xj^ . (2.25) 
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Momentum conservation requires that the sum of the total momentum fractions of all 
the partons is equal to one. This leads to the second constraint relating the unknown 
parameters of the distributions, 
However, more relations are needed and are furnished in the next paragraphs. 
Dimensional Counting Rules 
The leading behavior of the u momentum distribution in a proton in the limit 
X —» 1 suggests that (ij = 3 [38]. Generalizing this idea to any proton type cluster 
we may write [24] 
Combining this assumption with eqs. (2.13, 2.14) we may rewrite the valence distri­
bution coefficients in a form that contains only N 
(2.26) 
bJ^ = 2N- 3. (2.27) 
(2.28) 
and 
(2.29) 
The total valence momentum fractions become 
(2.30) 
xir = ^ 
3(4# - 1) (2.31) 
and 
(2.32) 
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We observe that as N increases the total momentum fraction carried by the valence 
quarks decreases. This eliminates one more unknown in eq. (2.26). 
Ocean to Gluon Momentum Ratio 
If we assume that the ocean quarks and the gluons in the cluster are in thermal 
equilibrium then their relative momentum ratio is fixed and independent of N. This 
expected because the gluons give rise to pair production of ocean quarks which, in 
turn, radiate and annihilate to supply gluons. A reasonable value for the ocean to 
gluon total momentum ratio, based on examination of pion and nucléon data, is [24] 
^ = i. (2,33) 
Employing this assumption and the momentum sum rule of eq. (2.26) we obtain 
expressions for the ocean and gluon total momentum fractions 
4  •  I (S i s : ; )  • <"«  
and 
The ocean and gluon total momentum fractions increase as N increases. As shown 
by the numerical values for (p), (pp) and (ppp) clusters given in Table 2.1. 
Fixing the ocean to gluon total momentum ratio and applying the momentum 
sum rule we can recover eqs. (2.23, 2.24) 
A N  = { a N  +  l ) x N ,  
Cn = (c// + 
14 
Table 2.1: Total momentum fractious carried by 
partons in an N quark cluster 
iV = 3 N = 6 N = 9 
0.22222 0.19048 0.18182 
0.09091 0.08695 0.08571 
0.31313 0.27743 0.26753 
0.02289 0.02409 0.02444 
0.11448 0.12043 0.12208 
4, 0.57239 0.60214 0.61039 
If the requirement that the ocean does not contain any charmed quarks or antiquarks 
is relaxed, the only change that one has to introduce is a multiplication of by 
6/5, assuming 1/2 weighting as for s. 
Sea and Gluon Distributions 
The sea and gluon distributions are, at present, poorly determined by experi­
ment. The European Muon Collaboration data, however, suggest [3] that 03 = 9. We 
shall take og = 11, even though no regular pattern appears to exist. The counting 
rules that have already been mentioned imply that 
Cjv OJV. (2.37) 
We shall assume that C3 = 6 and eg = 10. Generally, cj^ must be one or two units 
smaller than aj\^. The uncertainty in these exponents is a source of theoretical error 
in this model. 
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Table 2.2: Powers of (1 — x) de­
fined in eqs. (2.4, 2.5, 
2.6, 2.6) 
CO II CO II 
a/v 9 11 
cyv 6 10 
3 9 
4 4 10 
Table 2.3: Coefficients defined in 
eqs. (2.4, 2.5, 2.6, 2.6) 
II CO
 
II 
/I AT 0.23570 0.28908 
C/v 4.12951 6.62354 
2.18750 7.04788 
1.23047 3.70014 
Explicit Distributions 
In Table 2.2 we summarize the numerical values of the exponents used in the 
momentum distribution functions and in Table 2.3 we list the corresponding coeffi­
cients calculated as previously described. Figure 2.1 shows the (p) cluster momentum 
distributions and Figure 2.2 shows those for the (pp) cluster. 
The sea distributions presented in these figures refer to one (anti)quark species. 
We observe that the (pp) cluster distributions are concentrated toward lower values 
of the momentum fraction x. It should be emphasized that x is normalized to the 
total momentum of the cluster it refers to. It will be properly scaled when these 
16 
distributions are used in the calculation of cross sections. We finally observe that the 
ocean and gluon distributions dominate as x —> 0, and are enhanced as N increases. 
Isospin Invariance Relations 
A three quark cluster (3f/) can be either a proton with valence quark structure 
(uud) or a neutron with valence quark structure {ddu). Similarly, a six quark cluster 
(6</) may be of the (pp) type with valence quark structure {uuuudd), (nn) type with 
(dddduu) or of the mixed type (pn) with (iiuuddd) valence quarks in it. All types of 
clusters may contribute to interactions involving nuclear targets. Thus, it is desirable 
to express the momentum distributions of any type of cluster in terms of those of (p) 
and (pp) clusters, which have been described already. 
Since the strong interaction that binds quarks and gluons in clusters preserves 
isospin, the momentum distributions in cluster types belonging to the same isospin 
multiplet must be related to one another. As a result, the nuclear binding interac­
tion, which must be the long distance limit of the QCD strong interaction, can not 
distinguish between (p) and (n) clusters or between (pp), (pn) and (nn) clusters. 
We define an isospin state (the isospin part of a wave function) by 
| x ; y > = | / , / 3 > ,  ( 2 . 3 8 )  
where I is the isospin quantum number and is its projection along some quanti­
zation axis. The proton and the neutron form the doublet 
,  1  , 1 , 1  
| p ; 2 >  -  l 2 '  +  2 ^  
I": 2^ ~ 
Figure 2.1: Three quark cluster distributions 
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Figure 2.2: Six quark cluster distributions 
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The superposition of two nucléons gives a triplet of isospin / = 1 states 
|pp; 1 > = |p(i) > b(2) >= |1,+1 > 
Im; 1 > = ;^ [b(l) > l"(2) > +|n(l) > |p(2) >] = |1,0 > 
|nn;l> = |n(l) > n(2) >= |1, —1 > 
and a singlet 1 = 0 state 
0 > = ;^[b(l) > l'i(2) >-|n(l) > |2j(2) >] = |0,0 > . 
The former are symmetric under the exchange of particles (1^2) and the latter 
is antisymmetric. It is well known that the deuteron (Z?) is an isospin singlet state 
corresponding to|pM;0>, while the 1 = 1 state of a proton and a neutron is unstable. 
However, inside a large nucleus the |;;n; 1 > state may exist in equilibrium with the 
surrounding nuclear medium, hence it cannot be ignored. 
First, let us consider the valence momentum distributions. In order to guarantee 
isospin invariance, the u quark distribution in a proton must be the same as the d 
quark distribution in a neutron and the d quark distribution in a proton must be the 
same as the u quark distribution in a neutron, symbolically 
Vp^'^ix) = (2.39) 
Similarly, the (nn) and (pp) valence distributions are related by 
s (2.40) 
Some caution must be applied to connect the (pn) valence distributions to the (pp) 
ones. Only the triplet states can be directly related. Taking normalization into 
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account we can write 
These equations lead us to the reasonable assumption 
= 5 (%W + V^pix)) . (2,43) 
The superscript (1) refers to the isospin value. We shall further assume that the 
isospin singlet state distributions are the same as the triplet ones. Under this assump­
tion experiments that probe the six quark valence distributions cannot distinguish 
between |pn; 1 > and |pn;0 >. Then, we simply define 
s V^\x). (2.44) 
Combining this definition with eq. (2.43) we obtain 
%(':) = V j i ( x )  = \  (V6"(x) + vi( x ) )  .  (2.45) 
As one would expect the (pn) valence distributions are all equal. 
Next, we consider the sea distributions. Isospin invariance requires that they 
should not depend on the valence content. Therefore 
5 6:3(3;), (2.46) 
Sppi^x) = Sjmix) = Snn{x) = Sq{X). (2.47) 
Finally, all the gluon distributions in clusters of the same size are equal 
Gp(a;) = Gr:(z) = ^3(3;), (2.48) 
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Gppi^) = Gjm{x) = Gnn(x) = (?6(a;). (2.49) 
The idea of isospin invariance also applies to clusters containing more than six valence 
quarks. All types of multiquark clusters we have considered must be color singlets in 
order to be sensible. 
The distribution functions introduced in this chapter have been chosen to have 
the simplest form that can be used to fit the EMC data [24]. Their possible Q^-
dependence has been neglected because it is only logarithmic [20] and is expected to 
approximately cancel in ratios of cross sections. The range of values for which 
these functions are going to be used in this work is approximately the same as that 
of the EMC experiments [3]. In Refs. [24] and [27] the dependence of the EMC and 
Drell-Yan cross section ratios on the parameters of these functions has been exam­
ined. In this work we use one set of distribution parameters that give a satisfactory 
representation of the EMC effect for the entire range of the scaling variable x and ex­
amine the sensitivity of our model to the probability / for forming six quark clusters 
in the nucleus. 
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CHAPTER 3. DRELL-YAN PROCESS WITH INCIDENT PIONS 
In this chapter we investigate the consequences of the quark cluster model in the 
case of the Drell-Yan process. Initially the general cross section is discussed at the 
partonic and the hadronic levels. Then, we concentrate on the study of pion probes 
on heavy nuclear targets. The non-isoscalar corrections are systematically introduced 
in terms of the numbers of the various types of quark clusters in the nucleus. Finally 
the effects of positive and negative pion probes are examined. 
The Basic Drell-Yan Process 
It is known that heavy lepton pairs are produced in high energy hadronic col­
lisions [39, 40]. The simplest mechanism suggested to explain this phenomenon [9] 
involves the pair annihilation of a quark and an antiquark, each coming from a 
different colliding hadron, to produce a virtual photon which in turn produces a 
lepton-antilepton pair. This process is shown in Figure 3.1. 
Two hadrons with 4-momenta Pj and P2 collide. A quark (or antiquark) coming 
from the first hadron and carrying 4-momentum = xiPi annihilates an antiquark 
(or quark) from the second hadron carrying 4-momentum P2 = 3=2^. These defi­
nitions of the quark momenta imply that we work in a frame of reference in which 
both hadron 3-vectors Pj and Pg are very large, in principle infinite, so that the 
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transverse momentum of the partons clue to their intrinsic motion in the hadrons can 
be neglected. The momentum fractions xj and X2 range from 0 to 1. 
The cross section for the jjarton level (hard) process qq —> in which the 
leptons are usually muons, is given by 
where a = 1/137 is the electromagnetic coupling constant, eq is the charge of the 
annihilating quarks in units of the electron charge, is the square of the invariant 
mass of the produced lepton pair, and 5 is the Mandelstam variable for the hard 
process 
s = (pi +P2)^ — • P2 — 2xiX2Pi • P2 = #122*) (3.2) 
with 5 being the corresponding variable for the hadronic process 
6 = (3.3) 
and the squares of the hadron and quark masses have been neglected compared to 
m^. It is clear from eq. (3.1) that s and are equal because of the presence of the 
^-function. 
In order to find the cross section at the hadron level we must multiply the hard 
process cross section with the probability distribution for the first quark (antiquark) 
to carry a fraction of the momentum of its parent hadron and the second to carry 
a fraction X2 of the momentum of the second hadron. We denote these distributions 
by /j^j^(a;2) respectively. Of course, we must sum over all valence and 
sea quarks that can participate in the process. For this to happen the annihilating 
quark and antiquark must have the same flavor, opposite charge and matching colors. 
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The probability distributions (number densities) as defined in the previous chapter 
have been averaged over the three possible colors 
r ^ \  Àf^d) , J blue) , Jyellow)] .{ont color) /„ .n 
%) = d%) +4® +% J=%) • (3 4) 
Then, the color degree of freedom need not be explicitly averaged over in the initial 
state since 
E  =  i  E  hk 
colors colors 
3 \ 1 
3 
= Iqfq- (3.5) 
With these considerations we may write 
da 
drn^dxidx2 
E [4^^(^l)/f'(^2) + (^2)] 
X 6 1 
^a;]^x2 m 2 
(3.6) 
where we have used 
8{ax) = ~^(^)'  
Integration over and X2 shows that the hadronic cross section scales as 
4 dcr 4 da 
= 
dm^ J dxi J dx2 
m (3.7) 
din^dxidx2 
In principle we must also multiply this cross section by a factor K = 1.5 — 2.5 whose 
origin is in the higher order QCD corrections [41] and is approximately independent 
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m 
Figure 3.1: The Drell-Yan process 
of XI,X2 and s. Therefore, if ratios of cross sections become our primary concern 
then K may be omitted because it essentially cancels out. We can further observe 
that if the color degree of freedom did not exist this cross section would be three times 
larger because the additional requirement of color matching reduces the number of 
possible quark-antiquark combinations that can annihilate by this factor. 
Quark Cluster Numbers 
In this section we present a way to reliably estimate the probability for forming 
six quark clusters in the nucleus and the average numbers of the various types of quark 
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clusters. Let us consider a nucleus with mass number j4, proton (atomic) number Z 
and neutron number N — A — Z. The probability for forming a six quark cluster in 
the nucleus will be denoted by /. Assuming that the nucleus consists only of three 
and six quark clusters (the probability for forming nine quark clusters must be much 
smaller) we conclude that the probability for three quark clusters is 1 — /. We denote 
the average number of (p), (n), (pp), (pn) and (nn) type clusters by np, nn, npp, npn, 
and nnn respectively. We can calculate these numbers with the help of a few simple 
considerations. 
First, the baryon number of the nucleus must be conserved 
np -{• nn 2nj)j) + 2npn + 2nnn = A. (3.8) 
The electric charge carried by the clusters must add up to the total charge of the 
nucleus 
Up + Ujm + 2np2) = Z, (3.9) 
We may assume that for large nuclei the number of each cluster type must be propor­
tional to the corresponding nucléon number raised to a power equal to the number 
of protons or neutrons it contains, 
= -^ = A3 (3.10) 
and 
The factor of 2 in front oi ZN reflects the fact that in an isoscalar nucleus (one that 
has Z = N) the probability for forming a (pn) cluster must be twice as large as the 
probability for forming a (pp) or an (nn) cluster. We suppose that this is true even 
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for a non-isoscalar nucleus. Substitution of eqs. (3.10, 3.11) into eqs. (3.8, 3.9) shows 
that the latter contain the same information since they both lead to 
A3 + 2AXQ = 1. 
Probability conservation requires that 
(1 — f){i^pp + + f^nn) ~ f{f^p + ^ n) = 0 (3.12) 
which yields 
A3 - = 0-
Solving this system for A3 and Ag we obtain 
and 
=  i f e ) '  
Then, the quark cluster numbers are 
"" = (îT/)^' (3'W 
/ \ 
- (1+7) T' 
nnn = ( j^) X' 
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and the total three and six quark cluster numbers are 
(3.18) 
and 
(3.19) 
Using the same method we can calculate the numbers of nine quark clusters as well. 
However, this may be avoided if we consider / to be an effective i^robability accounting 
for all clusters with baryon numbers greater than one. The given equations are 
apjjlicable when A is large and all types of six quark clusters may exist. In the case 
of the deuteron we take Jig = npn = {/A) 1(1 + /).  
The probability / corresponding to various values of the mass number A has 
been calculated by Sato et al. [23]. In their work those authors have used realistic 
and semirealistic nuclear wave functions that correspond to various nucleon-nucleon 
potentials to find the probability that the two nucléons in the deuteron overlap suffi­
ciently in order to form a six quark cluster. They extend their calculation to helium 
isotopes {A = 3,4) to find the probabilities for forming nine and twelve quark clus­
ters in these nuclei. The results are essentially independent of the potential used 
but are quite sensitive to the parameter 2Rc which signifies the critical center of 
mass distance between two clusters. If the center of mass distance is smaller than 
2Rc then the two clusters overlap to form a more massive one. The authors assume 
that Rc ^ 0.5/m. Then, they use the fact that the calculated probabilities appear 
to scale in the variable t] = RcA^!^Ivmi where rm is the experimental rms radius 
of the nucleus, to predict multiquark cluster probabilities for heavier nuclei. They 
have found / ~ 0.05, for the deuteron, though smaller values can be achieved by 
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slightly reducing Rc. However, their predictions cannot be very accurate in the case 
of heavy nuclei because they calculate only up to twelve quark cluster probabilities 
while clusters with as many as 3A valence quarks must, in principle, exist. The sum 
f{^) + /(9) + /(^2) short of the real value of the effective six quark cluster 
probability / that we want to calculate. 
In this work we seek a simple way to estimate /. It seems reasonable to assume 
that / increases as A increases, at least in the case of large nuclei, and that the 
rate at which this happens is inversely proportional to the volume of the nucleus. 
The reason behind this assumption is that as we add more nucléons to a nucleus, the 
nuclear mass and charge densities remain approximately constant while the volume of 
the nucleus increases approximately proportionally to A. Therefore, the probability 
increment for two clusters to form a heavier one should decrease with A. We may 
express this idea by 
Upon integration, this gives 
f  = Kln{A), (3.21) 
where we have used the condition / = 0, when A = 1 to eliminate the integration 
constant, since a single nucléon cannot form a six quark cluster. 
The best understood nucleus is the deuteron (£>). Based on the previous discus­
sion, we may assume that /£> lies between 0.04 and 0.05. This value is in agreement 
with data on the production of backward hadrons from deuteron targets [42]. Then, 
K is between 0.0575 and 0.0721 respectively. The range of « defines the theoretical 
error band in the calculation of /. This is illustrated in Figure 3.2. The values of 
/ we obtain for heavier nuclei are higher than those presented in reference [23], but 
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Table 3.1: Effective 6 quark cluster probabilities and 
average numbers of 3 and 6 quark clusters 
calculated for k = 0.0575 
A / np thi 71.3 npp npn nnn % 
D 1 2 0.04 0.90 0.90 1.80 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.08 
He 2 4 0.08 1.70 1.70 3.40 0.07 0.15 0.07 0.29 
C 6 12 0.14 4.53 4.53 9.05 0.37 0.74 0.37 1.48 
Ca 20 40 0.21 13.06 13.06 26.12 1.74 3.47 1.74 6.95 
Fe 26 58 0.23 16.28 20.03 36.31 2.18 5.36 3.30 10.8 
W 74 184 0.30 39.85 59.23 99.08 6.87 20.42 15.18 42.47 
should be more realistic considering that they effectively incorporate the formation 
of multiquark clusters of all orders. 
In Table 3.1 we present the values of the average numbers of three and six quark 
clusters for various nuclei and for k = 0.0575. We observe that the non-isoscalar 
nuclei favor the formation of (pn) and (nn) clusters. The value of / in the case of 
helium is significantly lower than the one given in reference [23]. The reason is that 
helium is a particularly dense nucleus for which our assumption of approximately 
constant nuclear density is not valid. 
The Drell-Yan Process at the Hadronic Level 
We want to investigate the most prominent consequences of the presence of 
multiquark clusters in the nucleus on the Drell-Yan process with incident pions. 
The experimental data to which we intend to compare our theoretical investigations 
[11, 43] are obtained for large values of the probe quark momentum fraction We 
/c=0.0721 
/c=0.0575 
Figure 3.2: Effective six quark cluster probability as 
a function of the mass number A 
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expect the pion sea to be very small in magnitude, for such values of xi, and we 
are going to neglect its contribution as a first approximation. It is reasonable to 
assume that the valence quark and the valence antiquark in the pion obey the same 
momentum distribution. This is a result (i) of isospin invariance that requires the u 
quark distribution in to be the same as the d quark distribution in ir~ and the 
d antiquark distribution in tt"'" to be the same as the û antiquark in tt" and (ii) of 
the fact that the valence u and û quarks must be equivalent. Following the method 
we developed for three and six quark clusters we define the momentum distributions 
in pions as 
= V^_{x) = W = FaW = - ')• (3-22) 
These functions are normalized to one valence quark or antiquark in the pion, 
The power in (1 — a:) has been determined by the dimensional counting rule = 
2N -  3, with N = 2. 
The Drell-Yan process is sensitive to the quark content of the target hadron. In 
fact, if the projectile is a pion the probe quark distributions will cancel in ratios of 
differential cross sections and the target quark structure will be revealed. The cross 
section at the hadron level involves sums of products of quark number densities. 
These can be obtained from the momentum distributions by dividing the latter by 
the appropriate x. We shall denote the number densities by boldface symbols to 
distinguish them from the corresponding momentum distributions. 
Let us consider the case of a beam composed of 7r~'s . The valence quark 
structure of these mesons is (ûd). The û antiquark from the pion can annihilate both 
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valence and sea u quarks from the target and the d quark from the pion can annihilate 
only d antiquarks from the target sea. Employing the isospin relations developed in 
the previous chapter, we write the differential cross section for the Drell-Yan process 
on a nuclear target of mass number A and atomic number Z as 
where the cluster numbers are defined as in the previous section. The argument z of 
the six quark cluster number densities will be taken equal to 0:2/2, where X2 is the 
momentum fraction of a quark coming from a nucléon. This is justified by considering 
that when an experiment is done to measure this cross section it is assumed that the 
nucleus contains only protons and neutrons. Accordingly, the experimental variable 
X2 is normalized to 1 for a single nucléon. When a six quark cluster is encountered the 
value of X2 can be as high as 2. Therefore, in order to make contact with experiment, 
we must use z as defined here. Formally, we can prove this result by noting that the 
momentum fractions carried by quarks from the probe and the target are respectively 
given by 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
^ 
and 
where q = xiPi + ajgfg is the virtual photon 4-momentum and = q^. For 
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a six quark cluster target fg is approximately doubled because the cluster mass is 
approximately twice as large as the mass of a nucléon. Consequently X2 must be 
halved if the invariant mass of the photon remains the same. This is a kinematic 
scaling of the momentum fraction X2. 
We present our results for the Drell-Yan cross section for a tungsten (W) target 
and two values of the lepton invariant mass in Figure 3.3. The cross section is given 
as a function of X2 for two reasonable values of the six quark cluster probability / 
calculated in the previous section. It is necessary to consider only values of that 
are away from the quarkonium resonance region because in that case the resonant 
cross section has a different dependence on this variable. The pion momentum in the 
Lab frame of reference is HOGeK as in the NAIO experiment at CERN [11, 43]. We 
observe that the cross section is reduced as increases. 
Comparison with Experiment 
In this section we confront the predictions of our model with the data reported 
by the experiment NAIO at CERN [11, 43]. In this experiment a negative pion 
beam with momentum = HOGeV and Pi^i) = 286(7ey (in the Lab frame 
of reference) was led to collide with a deuteron and a tungsten target successively 
and the cross section for dimuon production was measured. In order to concentrate 
on the Drell-Yan process avoiding the J/?/» and T resonances, events with invariant 
mass m < i.2GeV {PhaJ) = 280GeV) or in < ^,'i^GeV = 140GeV) and 
8.5 < m < WGéV were excluded. 
The reported per nucléon tungsten to deuteron cross section ratio plotted versus 
the target quark momentum fraction X2 exhibits an interesting depletion below unity 
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Xg 
Figure 3.3: The Drell-Yan cross section with TT"" 
on tungsten. The K factor is not 
included 
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ill the rage 0.2 <X2< 0.5. Greater values of X2 were not reached by this experiment. 
The data points corresponding to — 286GeV are higher than those taken at 
Plab ~ but the errorbars are large enough not to allow for any conclusive 
distinction between the two cases. 
Integrating eq. (3.24) over to eliminate the delta function we can write the 
cross section, traditionally measured by the experimenters, as 
da{n~) 47ra^. 
dx pdm^ 
g^3^3(^2)] + «^6 
Vg(-2:) +-7i6Sg(z) |, (3.27) 
where 
m Xp = C:i XI — X2 (3.28) 
is the longitudinal momentum fraction of the muon pair in the probe-nucleon center 
of momentum frame of reference to its maximum value, = 3=2/2 and 
^3(n.»2) = (3-29) 
are the Jacobian determinants that connect the variables {xi,X2) and {xp^in^). In 
this approach the transverse momentum of the muons has been neglected. In cross 
section ratios the product ¥2(0:1) will cancel and the multiphcation by X2 (or 
z) will convert the target parton number densities into momentum distributions. 
Then the per nucléon cross section ratio for the two targets in consideration can be 
plotted as a function of a'2 parametrized by one of the variables xi^xj? ox m^. The 
experimental values of 372 &iid xjp are assumed to refer to a single nucléon target. 
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It is unfortunate that the experiment does not report the values oi xi,  xjp or 
that each data point (versus X2) corresponds to. However, the range of these 
variables for all the data points is given. We quote the range of xj and xp including 
both incident pion momenta used in the experiment: 0.050 < xp < 0.525 and 
0.21 < xj < 0.81. Also, 0.175 < ^2 < 0.45. 
In Figures 3.4 and 3.5 we plot the per nucléon tungsten to deuteron cross section 
ratio as a function of X2 for the two limiting values of xp. The presented curves 
also correspond to the two limiting values of ajj. The dots are the data taken at 
Phah ~ 286G'eK and the squares are the data taken at = 140GeV. We observe 
that the model predicts a shadowing effect for X2 < 0.1 meaning that the incident 
pions 'see' fewer nucléons in the nucleus in this range. It also predicts a depletion of 
the ratio in the range 0.25 < X2 < 0.80. The curves rise above unity for X2 > 0.8. 
For X2 > 0.35, the theoretical prediction seems to be in better agreement with the 
Plah ~ 286GeK data but the errors are too large to permit any definite conclusion. 
For X2 < 0.35, the two data sets are very close to each other and the theoretical 
prediction is in good agreement with both of them. 
Comparing Figure 3.4 to Figure 3.5 we see that the theoretical curves are not 
very sensitive to the choice of the six quark cluster jjrobabilities varying in the range 
specified earlier in this chapter. 
Acquisition of data for X2 < 0.1 is necessary to determine if the shadowing effect 
predicted by the model is real. It is interesting, however, to note the similarity in the 
behavior of the Drell-Yan cross section ratio to that of the deep inelastic scattering 
case. A similar study of the Drell-Yan process with proton probes [44] shows that the 
shadowing effect for small values of X2 is present in that case as well and is in good 
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agreement with experiment [45]. Since at very small values of X2 only the target 
ocean distribution contributes we would expect this result to be independent of the 
probe used. 
It is appropriate to investigate the difference induced to the Drell-Yan process 
when the incident particles are changed from negative to positive pions. The valence 
quark structure of the latter is (ud) resulting in greater sensitivity to the d valence 
quark content of the target. Keej^ing the same notation as in the previous section we 
In Figure 3.6 we plot the tungsten to deuteron per nucléon cross section ratio for 
positive pion probes and for six quark cluster probabilities = 0.30 and ff) = 0.04. 
Two values for xjp have been chosen on the basis of the previous section, though 
this connection is not necessary. We observe that the shadowing effect persists for 
X2 < 0.05 but the depletion for intermediate values of X2 is not present any longer. 
The behavior of tt"^ is then reminiscent of that of a proton [44]. 
Eventually we would like to compare the positive to the negative pion probes. 
We are interested in the ratio of Drell-Yan cross sections with positive and negative 
pions on the same nuclear target. In the kinematic regime where only valence quarks 
from the target contribute and for a purely isoscalar nucleus the positive to negative 
Positive Pion Probes 
find that the Drell-Yan cross section with tt"'" probes is 
g"3®3(^2)] + *^6 + ïgMpn) 
{•^nnn + T^^pn) Vg(z) + Q"6®6(^)1 } • (3.31) 
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Figure 3.4: The Drell-Yan per nucléon tungsten 
to cleuteron cross section ratio for 
fyy = 0.30 and /p = 0.04. The 
data points are from NAIO 
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Figure 3.5: The Drell-Yan per nucléon tungsten 
to deuteron cross section ratio for 
= 0.38 and /p = 0.05. The 
data points are from NAlO 
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Figure 3.6: The Dreil-Yaii per nucléon tungsten 
to cleuteron cross section ratio for 
/ppr = 0.30 and fjj = 0.04. The 
probe consists of positive pions 
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pion cross section ratio should be equal to 1/4, the square of the relative antiquark 
charge in and n~. This can be seen easily if we divide eq. (3.31) by eq. (3.27) 
with no ocean contribution and setting Z = N. Deviations from this value indicate 
the presence of the target ocean and the correction due to the non-isoscalarity of the 
nucleus. 
In Figure 3.7 we compare our result with experimental data obtained at Fermilab 
using vr"*" and tt" beams at = 250GeV incident on a tungsten target [46]. This 
experiment was designed to have a large acceptance for muon pairs with mass larger 
than 2GeV and with high longitudinal momentum fraction xp (also meaning large 
%l). This justifies neglecting the pion sea contribution to the cross section since the 
sea quark momentum distribution is proportional to (1 — %i)^ with 6 >1 [47]. Also, 
the possible dependence of this ratio is expected to be very small. It changes by 
about 8% as varies from 20 to 70GeV^ [46]. In this range the use of distributions 
desinged to fit the deep inelastic scattering EMC data without explicit evolution, 
such as those of our model, is reliable. 
We have plotted this ratio for = 0.1 and have verified that it is not sensitive 
to variations oi xp in the positive range. We have, also, checked the dependence of 
this ratio on different choices of the parameters of the three and six quark cluster dis­
tributions and found that it is particularly stable to changes of those constants [27]. 
We observe that the agreement of our prediction with the data improves as X2 in­
creases (consequently xi decreases). At small X'l where the agreement is not very 
good there could still be some contribution from the pion ocean. 
We also plot the curve for /£) = /jy = 0 for comparison. For small values of X2 
it is in slightly better agreement with the data than the curves including six quark 
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cluster contributions. As X2 increases the agreement is only as good as that of those 
curves. 
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Figure 3.7: The Drell-Yan positive to negative 
pion cross section ratio for f^r = 0.30 
and /£) = 0.04. The data are taken 
at = 250Gey 
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CHAPTER 4. DIRECT PHOTON PRODUCTION WITH INCIDENT 
PROTONS 
In this chapter we discuss the hadroproduction of direct (real) photons in col­
lisions of protons with nuclei and investigate the influence of multiquark clusters 
on this phenomenon. The cross sections at the partonic and the hadronic level are 
derived. The results are given as functions of the transverse momentum of the pro­
duced photon at various values of the probe momentum and at zero hadron center of 
momentum longitudinal rapidity. 
The Basic Process 
High transverse momentum phenomena have been studied theoretically and ex­
perimentally for many years due to their relevance to the partonic substructure of 
hadrons. In the previous chapter we have already seen that the Drell-Yan process 
gives information on the quark content of the projectile and target hadrons. In that 
study we neglected the transverse momentum of the produced lepton pair because it 
was small compared to the invariant mass of the leptons. However, when real photons 
emerge from the interaction region their invariant mass is zero. As a result they may 
acquire large transverse momentum (pj) to satisfy 4-momentum conservation. 
Our interest in real photon production originates from the belief [33, 48] that (i) 
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Figure 4.1: Diagrams contributing to the pair annihila­
tion of a quark and an antiquark 
pair annihilation of a quark and an antiquark to a real photon and a gluon and (ii) 
Compton-type scattering of a quark and a gluon are the dominant partonic (hard) 
processes that contribute. Therefore, information on the gluon content of hadrons 
can be obtained by investigating this interaction [49]. The partonic level processes 
are shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. 
In order to calculate the scattering matrix elements for these processes we first de­
fine the kinematic variables that are needed to describe them. The colliding hadrons 
carry 4-momenta Pi and fg) respectively. The partons that participate in the hard 
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g Y 
q q 
Figure 4.2: Diagrams contributing to the 
quark gluon Compton scat­
tering 
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process carry momenta= xiP^ and P2 = 3:2^2' The direct photon emerges with 
4-momentum F^=p^= py and the remaining parton has momentum = p/^. The 
latter is eventually carried away by the fragmentation products of this parton. The 
Mandelstam variables for the hadronic process are defined as 
3 = {Pi + -\r2Pi - ^2» (4.1) 
t = (Pi - Pif-2Pv Pi, (4.2) 
and 
u = (^2 - ^3)^ -2^2 • -^3, (4.3) 
where the squares of the hadron masses have been neglected. The variable \/s is, of 
course, the total center of momentum energy of the two hadrons. At the partonic 
level the Mandelstam variables are 
â = (pi+7^2)^ -+2pi •7;2 = (4.4) 
Î = (pi -pg)^ ~ -2pi .p3 = xit, (4.5) 
and 
Ù = {p2 - P3)2 ~ -2p2 • P3 = *2%, (4.6) 
where the squares of the parton masses have been neglected. We work in a reference 
frame in which the hadrons move at very high momenta so that the variables and 
X2 can have a simple interpretation as being momentum fractions. Such frame of 
reference is the hadron center of momentum frame. The transverse momentum of 
the partons due to their intrinsic motion can be ignored in this frame. 
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The scattering matrix element squared for the pair annihilation process shown 
in Figure 4.1 averaged over initial spin and color states and summed over final spin 
and color quantum numbers is 
= + (4 7) 
Here, g is the strong color charge evaluated at an appropriate scale tq is the 
quark charge, m is the quark mass (assumed to be the same for all flavors) and Cqq 
is a color factor resulting from summation over the color index of the trace of the 
Gell-Mann matrices that appear at the quark-gluon vertex and averaging over the 
initial quark colors. Its value is 
Tr (4.8) 
Defining the fine structure constant and the strong coupling constant as 
a = Cq/in (4.9) 
and 
«S = </^(Q^)/47r, (4.10) 
respectively, we may rewrite eq. (4.7) as 
' (4.11) 
To derive this result we have treated the gluons as on mass shell particles with only 
two transverse polarization states. 
In a similar way we can find the square of the matrix element for the quark-gluon 
Compton scattering process. This is 
^ ' (4.12) 
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where the previous definitions hold. In this case the color factor is 
8 
The matrix element can then be written as 
0ig = (j + ^ ) ' 
where, the negative sign is canceled by the negative value of u. 
The differential cross sections for the hard processes involving (i) two fermions 
in the initial state and two bosons in the final state and (ii) involving one boson, 
one fermion in the initial state and one fermion, one boson is the final state have the 
same general form 
27n^ (fij 
^ 2^4 
Integrating over the unobserved momentum of the fourth particle, and using 
/ + P2 -PS- Pi) = + < + u), (4.16) 
The delta function reflects conservation of energy. Introducing the matrix elements 
for the processes of interest, we find 
~ ^ W " ^4)' (4.15) 
we obtain 
and 
Ei^ 4, 
' P y  d py V 6 6 U J 
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These partonic cross sections are of the same order of magnitude. The strong coupling 
constant ag depends on the number of active quark flavors ny as 
«s(Q^) = (4.20) 
(33-2n/)hi 
where A is the QCD renormalization scale. In the calculations that follow we shall 
take ny = 4 and A = 100 MeV though the results are not sensitive to this choice, 
especially when ratios of cross sections are involved as long as the momentum fractions 
are scaled by factors independent of A. The scale should be determined by the 
transverse momentum jaj"- fact 
(4.21) 
where k is a constant whose value lies between 1/4 and 4 [50, 51]; we shall take k = 1. 
However, in the logarithm of Q^, the effect of this constant k is greatly reduced. 
The Hadronic Cross Section 
In order to derive expressions for observable quantities we need to to convolve 
partonic level cross sections with appropriate structure functions which are sums of 
products of parton number densities and depend on the momentum fractions xi and 
X2' They express the combined probability that the parton coming from the probe 
carries momentum fraction xj of its parent hadron and the parton coming from the 
( i )  f î )  
target carries momentum fraction We denote them by and Hqg^ for the 
quark annihilation and the Compton scattering process, respectively. Anticipating 
different structure functions for three and six quark clusters, we have introduced 
the superscript i = 3,6 to indicate these two possibilities [52]. The momentum 
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fractions xi and X2 must be scaled ajipropriately for three and six quark clusters. 
The 4-momentum of the direct photon is experimentally measured and should not 
be scaled. 
To describe the main features of the calculation let us consider a generic hadronic 
process for which the matrix element is M and the corresponding structure function 
is H{xi, #2)' The target will be assumed to be a single hadron so that the superscript 
(î) will not be needed. The 4-momentum ^^3 is directly observable. The hadronic 
differential cross section for such a process is 
Because of the presence of the delta function, one of the integrations can be performed 
easily. We rewrite the delta function as 
where we have used the relations between the Mandelstam variables for the partonic 
and the hadronic process. Then the hadronic cross section becomes 
^3^ = Î (^) <4.24) 
(4.22) 
6(â -t- Û f) = ^(0:20:25-f--h «2^) 
(4.23) 
where .-ci is related to $2 
_ -22% 
— R~7 X 2 S  +1  
(4.25) 
and the minimum accessible value of a'2 is 
-t (4.26) 
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and corresponds to = 1. Taking eq. (4.24) into account we obtain the cross section 
for hadroproduction of direct photons. It consists of two parts; the first refers to a 
three quark cluster and the second to a six quark cluster target. We write it as an 
incoherent sum over the index (%). If heavier clusters were included this sum would 
extend to greater values of (i). 
= .E /}i) _ (^4'^ 
1=3,6 2(mm) 
X I (4.27) 
+ </ 
The variable X2 that enters the structure functions as well as the limits of the in­
tegration depends on the type of cluster that is probed. The experimental value of 
X2 is always assumed to pertain to the single nucléon case and is equal to 1 when 
the parton carries the entire nucléon momentum. However, when a six quark cluster 
is encountered, the parton may carry the entire momentum of that cluster which is 
approximately twice as large as that of a nucléon. This is a result of the fact that 
the mass mg of a six quark cluster is approximately twice the mass mg = mn of a 
single nucléon, i.e., mg = j. Consequently, the proper kinematic scaling for this 
variable is 
(3) 
x-W = (4.28) 
We observe that the Mandelstam variables for the hadronic level reaction are scaled 
as 
5(6) = 2a(^) (4.29) 
u(6) = 2u(^) (4.30) 
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and 
= ^(3). (4.31) 
The Mandelstam variables at the partonic level remain unchanged as can be seen 
in their definitions. The matrix elements that enter eq. (4.27) are functions only 
of these partonic variables, hence they have the same value for the three and the 
six quark cluster case. As can be seen in eq. (4.25) the momentum fraction xi also 
maintains the same value. The lower limit in the integration becomes half as large 
for a six quark cluster target, if we keep as the integration variable. Also the 
combination that appears in eq. (4.27) is independent of the index (i). 
(3) 
In order to calculate the hadronic cross section we shall use ' = 0:2 as the 
integration variable and evaluate the cluster-type independent quantities xi^s,v,,t, 
(3) . . 
and ^2 '{min) using the hadronic Mandelstam variables for three quark cluster tar­
gets, i.e., 5(3) = = u and = t. Then the integral of the six quark cluster 
(3) 
contribution extends from ^2(mn^) ^ aiid is multipied by a factor of 1/2. 
Structure Functions for Direct Photon Production with Incident Protons 
In this section we present the structure functions that are needed to calculate 
the direct photon production cross section at the hadronic level. As mentioned ear­
lier they are sums of products of parton number densities which are the momentum 
distributions divided by the appropriate momentum fraction. We include, in these 
functions, the square of the quark charges which, then, should not enter the matrix 
elements. The cluster numbers are as defined in the previous chapter and the estab­
lished isospin relations are applied to express these functions in terms of (p) and (pp) 
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cluster number densities. 
The quark-antiquark annihilation functions {i = 3,6) incorporate the con­
tributions of quarks from the probe annihilating antiquarks in the target and of 
antiquarks from the probe annihilating quarks in the target. The Compton scatter-
( Ï )  .  
ing functions incorporate contributions of quarks and antiquarks from the probe 
scattering on target gluons and of gluons from the probe scattering on target quarks 
and antiquarks. The functions, we describe, apply to the case of incident protons. 
The same remarks are valid in the case of pion projectiles. 
In order to distinguish the par ton number densities from the corresponding mo­
mentum distributions, we denote the former by boldface letters. Possible depen­
dence is suppressed in our notation. The explicit forms of the structure functions 
are 
+ ^83(1-1)] n3S3(a;2) 
(9"^ 9'^") ^ 3(^2) ' (4.32) 
•^qP(^l>''^'2) = Gr3(a:i) Qrip + -7171^ V3 (0:2) + Qnp + -nn j V^(x2) 
+ y»3S3W] + [^v^(a;i) + ^v^(a;i) 
+ yS3(=^l)] '*3^3(3:2), (4.33) 
= [^V^(:ri)-{.lv^(a,i).{.Is3(a;i)]7%6S6(z) 
+ S3(x'i) ^ g t i p p  + + gTijin^ ^^(z) 
(g^PP + VQ(z)j, (4.34) 
+ 
+ 
+ 
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and finally 
(^-^npp + j^npn + gfinrij Vg(z) 
+ (^^npp + ^ npn + ^ nmij Vg(z) + yM6Sg(z)j 
+ [jVj(a^l) + iv|(ïi)+ÎS3(:tl)]n6G6W, (4.35) 
where xj and X2 are the momentum fractions when the target is a three quark cluster 
We want to calculate the hadronic cross section for direct photon production in 
the case when the photon has zero longitudinal rapidity y in the hadron center of mo­
mentum frame. In this frame the photon emerges with zero longitudinal momentum 
and with transverse momentum equal to py. 
We calculate the kinematic variables in the laboratory (Lab) reference frame. In 
this frame the target hadron is at rest, if we ignore the Fermi motion of the clusters 
in the nucleus, and the probe moves parallel to the axis. According to remarks on 
momentum fraction scaling discussed in the previous sections, we only need to find 
the variables that correspond to the three quark cluster case. Neglecting the squares 
of the hadron masses (but not the linear terms in them), we can write the 4-momenta 
of the colliding hadrons and the produced direct photon as 
and z = X2 — X2/2. 
Cross Section for Zero Photon Rapidity 
A = Plah)^ 
P2 = (mg, 0), 
(4.36) 
(4.37) 
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and 
2^7 = (£^7, py, i)z). (4.38) 
The photon energy is = (p^ + and its invariant mass is = 0. In an 
experiment the probe momentum is known in the Lab frame and the transverse and 
longitudinal momenta of the photon are measured. The selection of those events 
that correspond to zero center of momentum photon rapidity imposes an additional 
constraint on the components of the photon 4-momeutum that arises as a result of 
Lorentz invariance. The Lorentz transformation from the center of momentum to the 
Lab frame gives 
where the quantity in the first parenthesis is the relativistic P of the transformation 
and the square root is an approximation to 7 = Ijsjl — that ignores m^. Of 
course, we can trivialy extend this method to include the case of nonzero longitudinal 
rapidity. The kinematic invariants are expressed as follows; 
5 = 2m^Piab^ (4.40) 
t = -liE-f - i)z)Piah, (4.41) 
and 
u = -2m^Ej, (4.42) 
Then the momentum fraction of the parton coming from the probe is 
XI r (4.43) 
^Lab + P^J 
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The lower integration limit becomes 
Eventually, the jjartonic variables s, f, and û are evaluated by multiplying the corre­
sponding hadronic ones by the appropriate momentum fractions according to their 
definitions. The Lorentz invariance of the momentum fractions guarantees that the 
calculation done in the Lab frame is valid even if the momentum fractions are defined 
as such in the infinite momentum frame. 
At the hadron level the contribution of the Compton scattering process is ap­
proximately one to two orders of magnitude more significant than that of the pair 
annihilation [33]. This is due to the fact that giuons carry half of the cluster mo­
mentum or even more. In this work we are interested in estimating the effects of 
multiquark clusters in nuclei and consequently to better understand the gluon dis­
tribution in free nucléons. For this purpose we plot the hadronic cross section as a 
function of foi' various nuclei, using the elfective probabilities for six quark clusters 
given in the previous chapter. 
We show our results for the hadronic level cross section for a deuteron (£>) 
target in Figure 4.3 and for a tungsten (VK) target in Figure 4.4. Increasing the 
six quark cluster probability / increases the cross section. It is also seen that the 
six quark cluster contribution becomes more pronounced as the mass number A of 
the target increases. The plotted curves are labeled by the various values of the 
probe momentum in the Lab frame of reference; higher momentum means larger 
cross section. 
A remark is in order. The experiment measures the variables {pj'ipz) in the 
Lab frame of reference. The longitudinal photon momentum we select corresponds 
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to = 0 in the nuckon-micleon frame. In this reference frame the longitudinal 
momentum of the jiroduced photon is not equal to zero if the target is a six quark 
cluster. In order to investigate this effect we consider the Lorentz transformations 
from the Lab frame to the nucleon-nucleon (n-n) and to the nucleon-cluster (n-c) 
frames of reference characterized by the relative velocities /?(^) and /)(^), respectively. 
Their values depend on the target cluster mass as 
l^ii) = ùfk , i = 3 6. (4.45) 
'"(•{) + ^ Lab 
The condition = 0 in the (n-n) frame for a photon emerging from a nucleon-nucleon 
interaction requires that the photon longitudinal momentum in the Lab frame is given 
by eq. (4.39). Transforming this value to the (n-c) frame we obtain 
2)^^ = — /j(^) pji = r X pj", (4.46) 
where = l/\/l — i = 3,6. For = 530GeK the value of 2)(^) does not 
exceed IGeV due to the kinematic constraint on pj^. The velocity of the (n-c) frame 
relative to the (n-n) frame is 
'"'"•Swï 
and its value is negative. For Piaf, = 530G'ey we find = —0.333. Transform­
ing from the (n-c) frame to the (n-n) frame we obtain 
^7' + 7-2j (4.48) 
where 7(^'^)l/^l — /)(G,3)2 = 5306'eK the maximum value of is 
0.009GeV. The photon energy is altered by an even smaller amount. This change 
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affects the values of xi and ^2(min) the target is a six quark cluster. However, 
this correction is much smaller than the accuracy of our numerical calculations and 
we have safely neglected it. 
Ratios of Direct Photon Hadroproduction Cross Sections 
The effect of multiquark clusters becomes clearer by calculating ratios of cross 
sections. In Figures 4.5 and 4.6 we present ratios of the tungsten to deuteron cross 
sections for two values of the effective six quark cluster probability and for three values 
of the probe momentum in the Lab frame. Incidently, the value Piab ~ 530CreV 
corresponds to experiment E706 at Fermilab. 
The curves shown in these graphs indicate a significant enhancement of the direct 
photon yield as pj< increases. A simple way to understand this behavior is to see that 
the dominant contribution to the integral over ;c2 must come from 
At high values of XJ^ the structure functions are evaluated near their X2 =  1 limit. 
Besides, considering that the Compton effect part dominates we see that in this limit 
the ratio essentially becomes that of six to three quark cluster gluon number densities. 
However, the six quark cluster functions are evaluated at 0:2/2 instead of simply X2 
and include larger normalization factors. Thus, it is expected that their ratio to 
three quark cluster functions is greater than unity. Also, the maximum transverse 
momentum that can be reached by the photon for given probe momentum is limited 
;i'2 — xji = (4.49) 
by 
PT{max) y (4.50) 
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for a three quark cluster target, as required by momentum conservation. Thus, at 
higher values of Pi^j, the ratio should reach its limiting value slower as pj^ increases. 
This suggests that the evaluated cross section ratio may scale as a function of xj' [53]. 
This is indeed the case as is shown in Figure 4.7. For three different values of 
(consequently 5) the ratio of the cross section per nucléon on tungsten to that on 
dueterium is only a function of xj^. 
If we tried to obtain this kind of enhancement without employing multiquark 
clusters, i.e., with / = 0 we would have needed nucléon gluon number densities 
of a higher power in (1 — a:) {softer distributions). Therefore, the phenomenon of 
increased direct photon yield when the target mass number increases can be naturally 
attributed to the presence of multiquark clusters in the nucleus without the need of 
particularly soft gluon distributions in the nucléon. 
Comparison with Experiment 
In order to acquire confidence in our gluon momentum distributions we first 
consider the simplest case of proton-proton collisions and compare the prediction of 
our model with the most recent ISR data taken at y/s = Q3GeV [54]. In this case 
there is no contribution from six quark clusters and we can examine the sensitivity 
of the cross section to the choice of nucléon distribution functions. We use = 
in all cases we investigate. In Figure 4.8 we plot the ISR data for the direct 
photon production versus pj^. The lowest order QCD prediction discussed so far 
is compared with the data using the distributions from Halzen and Scott (HS) [33] 
and the distributions of our Quark Cluster Model (QCM). Keeping the same pj' 
dependence of in both cases we see that the data favor a softer gluon distribution. 
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The possible dependence of the distribution functions themselves [20] is ignored 
here. The justification for this is that the range of that is covered by the data 
is not very different from that of the original EMC data for which our distributions 
are designed. Besides the slow logarithmic dependence of these distributions will 
not drastically affect ratios of cross sections. 
We also examine the influence of soft gluon emission and soft gluon loops to 
order a| in perturbative QCD [55], in the dominant Compton scattering process. 
The infrared and collinear divergences of the emission diagrams are canceled by the 
infrared divergence of the gluon loops. The result amounts to a multiplication of the 
partonic cross section by a factor 
/i:7 = H-^(iVc-C^)7r2, (4.51) 
where TVc = 3 is the number of colors and C p  =  4/3 for color S U { Z ) .  This factor 
is analogous to the K factor in the Drell-Yan process. The soft gluon correction 
increases the cross section especially at the lower values of the transverse momentum 
and improves the agreement with the experimental results. The results for both 
HS and QCM distributions are shown in Figure 4.8 (the label (g) indicates curves 
corrected for soft gluon emission). Again the softer gluon distribution of QCM is in 
closer agreement with data for our choice of Q^. However, since this correction is 
independent of the momentum fractions .x-j and X2 it will cancel in ratios of cross 
sections. We must point out that Figure 4.8 is not a test of the Quark Cluster Model 
but rather of the choice of the gluon distributions for the nucléon. 
Next we compare our results for the direct photon hadroproduction cross section 
with the data obtained by the E706 collaboration at Fermilab [56]. In this experiment 
both proton and pion probes have been used. We shall be concerned with the proton 
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data. The momentum of the incident protons in the Lab frame is SSOGeF per particle. 
The targets used are beryllium (Be) and copper (CM). The mass numbers of these 
elements are 9 and 63.6 respectively. To calculate the second number an averaging 
over the stable isotops of copper has been performed. The probabilities for six quark 
clusters in these nuclei are calculated as in the previous chapter and vary in the range 
/gg = (0.13,0.16) and = (0.24,0.30). 
In Figure 4.9 we present the per nucléon cross section as a function of the trans­
verse momentum along with the experimental results. We observe that there is at 
least partial agreement which appears to improve as pj^ increases. The data points 
generally lie above the curves and indicate a rather steeper slope. We have investi­
gated the possibility of changing the dependence of on pj-. The effect of such 
changes is too small to be seen in these plots. We also see that the influence of six 
quark clusters is more significant at high values of the transverse momentum. The 
data points correspond to the symmetric rapidity interval —0.7 < y < +0.7, which 
justifies the y = 0 choice for the theory curves. The agreement with the data is 
improved if we incorporate the soft gluon correction (curves marked by (g)). 
Essentially the same remarks apply to Figure 4.10 in which we compare the 
theoretical prediction with the copper data. In this case the agreement is worse. 
The theory curves are systematically below the experimental results. The soft gluon 
correction slightly improves the situation. One possible source that could enhance the 
hadronic cross section is the hrcmsstrahlung of soft real photons off quarks [51]. The 
nuclear medium may increase this effect due to its higher charge density relative to the 
vacuum. The importance of this correction decreases as the transverse momentum 
increases [57]. 
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During the time of completing this work new experimental results were published 
by the E706 collaboration for = 500GeV and for beryllium targets [58]. The 
new data points are significantly lower than those in Ref. [56] and in considerably 
better agreement with the theoretical predictions. The curves calculated using our 
model with (curve labeled (g)) and without soft gluon corrections are confronted with 
the new data in Figure 4.11. 
In Figure 4.12 we show our prediction of the copper to beryllium per nucléon 
cross section ratio. At small values of py the theoretical curves are slightly below one 
and rapidly increase to values greater than unity with pj^. It is unfortunate that the 
experiment has reported only two data points for this ratio. They both lie below one 
but their errorbars are large enough not to allow for definite conclusions. It would 
be of great interest to obtain data at values of the transverse momentum that are 
greater than lOGeK. This would settle the issue of whether our prediction that this 
ratio rises above unity is correct. 
A great amount of work has been done in the area of real photon production 
during the past few years. We would like to mention the study of higher order QCD 
corrections to the cross section presented in Refs. [59, 60] as well the investigation 
of fragmentation processes and isolation cuts studied in Ref. [61]. The contribution 
of our work is restricted to a systematic incorporation of some of the nuclear effects 
that affect this process. 
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CHAPTER 5. CHARMONIUM HADROPRODUCTION 
In this chapter we discuss the production of charmonium states, concentrating 
on the J/xj) boson production in proton collisions with nuclei, and investigate the 
effects of the quark cluster model on this process. Since these mesons interact with 
the nuclear medium via the strong interaction before exiting the nucleus and decaying 
into observed leptons, we also examine the influence of the color screening mechanism 
on this interaction. We confront our predictions with experimental data at the end 
of the chapter. 
The Partonic Level Processes 
The lowest order processes believed responsible for charmed quark-antiquark 
pair (cc) production are (i) the gluon-gluon fusion process (gg) and (ii) the quark-
antiquark annihilation process {qq). The Feynman diagrams that describe them to 
order a| are shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, respectively. The gluon-gluon fusion 
process also proceeds through a diagram similar to the second one in Figure 5.1 but 
with the gluon lines crossed. We study these processes in nucleon-nucleus scattering. 
Under the assumption that there is no intrinsic charm in the nucléons, the charmed 
quark-antiquark elastic scattering diagram in which the quarks exchange a gluon 
in the (-channel will be omitted. The same diagrams can be used to calculate the 
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production amplitudes for bottom quark-antiquark pairs (bb) as well. The produced 
quark-antiquark pairs may form bound states called charmonium and bottomonium, 
respectively. We are mainly interested in the charmonium ground state, also known 
as the boson. 
The cross sections for the production of a charmed quark-antiquark pair cor­
responding to the two cases in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, including color factors can be 
expressed as functions of the invariant mass (m^) of the produced quark-antiquark 
pair [62] as 
) = 9 7ra| 
3m^ 
4- 4m^mc -)- mfj In ^ 
A 
(jm^ -t- Slm'c) ^ (5.1) 
where 
A, (5.2) 
(5.3) 
A = , (5.4) 
and mc 1.5GeV is the mass of the charmed quark. The strong coupling constant 
should be evaluated for four active flavors. Choosing the QCD renormalization scale 
to be A = lOOMeK we see that as{m^) = 0.22 < I for m ~ ~ Z.lGeV so that 
the use of perturbation theory may be justified. It is possible that the quark-antiquark 
pair produced in these reactions forms a bound state. If no particles are emitted by 
the (cc) pair before the formation of the bound state then the (cc) invariant mass 
m must be the same as that of the decay products of the bound state and can be 
measured experimentally. The so-called duality hypothesis (to be discussed shortly) 
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is invoked to make this statement quantitative. 
In Figure 5.3 we plot the partonic level cross sections as functions of the invariant 
mass of the produced quark-antiquark pair. Of course, there is a threshold at m = 
2mc. We observe that at large values of rn the gluon-gluon fusion process prevails. 
Hadronic Level Cross Section 
The quarks and gluons that interact to produce the (cc) system must originate 
in hadrons either free or bound in nuclei. The projectile hadron carries 4-momentum 
Pi and the target hadron carries 4-momentum ^2- Following the discussion of the 
Drell-Yan process we define the momentum fractions of the parent hadrons carried 
by the interacting partons as and X 2 ,  respectively. We also choose the -{-z axis 
in the direction of the probe momentum and neglect the transverse momentum of 
the (cc) system as well as the intrinsic motion of the partons inside the hadrons. At 
high energies these neglected quantities are very small compared to the longitudinal 
momenta of the incident and outgoing particles. The hadronic level cross sections can 
be obtained from the partonic ones after convoluting the latter with non-perturbative 
structure functions that express the combined probabilities that the interacting par-
tons carry momentum fractions and X2 for the processes of interest [62]. These 
are sums of products of parton number densities. Anticipating the presence of mul-
tiquark clusters we write the hadronic level cross section as an incoherent sum over 
three and six quark cluster contributions, including more massive clusters in the six 
quark cluster term. We denote the structure functions corresponding to these con-
f i )  ( i )  
tributions by and -Hqq, i = 3,6, for the { g g )  and the q q  process, respectively. 
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Figure 5.1: Diagrams contributing to the 
gluon-gluon fusion jjrocess to 
produce a (cc) pair 
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Figure 5.2: Diagram describing the pair an­
nihilation of a quark and an an-
tiquark via a gluon to produce a 
(cc) pair 
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Figure 5.3: The cross sections for quark-antiquark 
production at the partonic level 
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The analytic expression for the hadronic cross section is 
where = X2, xp = xi — X2, = %i#24i and $ is the square of the center of 
mass energy of the probe-nucleon system. The functions = [s(0(a;i + X2^)]~^ 
are the Jacobian determinants that transform the variables (zi,#2) to as 
in the Drell-Yan case. The six to three quark cluster mass ratio is equal to 2. This 
fact results in the relations s(^) = 2s(^) = 23 and = ^2/2. It is useful to express 
the momentum fractions a;]^ and 3=2 in terms of a;jp and rn^ as 
XI = i +4T + XJP) , 1-2 = ^ + xjr) , (5.6) 
where 
r = rn^/s = #132' (5.7) 
For positive xp we must choose the positive sign in front of the square root to ensure 
that 3^2 is positive. These equations are needed in order to plot the cross section as 
a function of a:jr. 
We express the structure functions in terms of the parton number densities and 
the average quark cluster numbers as 
= »3 Vj'(''«^l) + V;f(a;i)] 8.3(4^^) +|n3S3(a;i)S3(4^^) 
+ "3S3(;^1)[V^X4^^) + Vg(4^))], (5.8) 
= ^3^3(^1)^3(4^^ (5.9) 
^4l^(®b4^^) = "6 Vj(^l) +V5'(^'l)] 86(4*^^ + ^"6S3(3;I)S6(4^^) 
+ »6S3(:^l) [Vg(4^b + Vg(4^))1, (5.10) 
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and 
= "6^3(®I)®6(4'^^)- (5.11) 
To derive these equations we have included three quark flavors in the ocean. The 
strange sea quark number density is assumed equal to half the up sea quark density, as 
described in the second chapter of this work. We observe that the structure functions 
are not dependent on the specific number of (pn) type clusters explicitly. 
The Duality Hypothesis 
The cross section we have evaluated above refers to the production of unbound 
quark-antiquark pairs. The question that naturally arises at this point is how we can 
calculate the cross section for bound (cc) systems using this perturbative information. 
The duality hypothesis states that the cross section for production of bound states 
is approximately given by the free (cc) cross section integrated over the range 
(4m0,4m^), where m£) is the mass of the first charmed meson [62]. Formally, we 
may write 
where F{s) is a constant depending on the center of mass energy. This formula 
gives the cross section at the Jji) peak above the Drell-Yan background thereby 
determining F{s). 
At the hadron level the [gg) fusion process dominates because of the higher 
momentum fraction carried by gluons in three and six quark clusters. In the past 
this observation has been used to extract the gluon distributions in nucléons [63]. 
However, the presence of multiquark clusters does not allow for an accurate nucléon 
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gluon distribution to be derived from tlie experimental data with nuclear targets. It 
is only the gluon distributions in the nucleus that can be found in this way. 
Another approach to the calculation of cross sections for bound charmonium 
states involves the non-relativistic Bethe-Salpeter equation [64] to introduce a better 
estimate of the coupling of the various charmonium states to the initial state partons. 
For Pjjai = SOOCreV we take F = 1/12 [62]. We must also multiply the cross 
section by the branching ratio for decay into the appropriate lepton pair; for 
muons this has been measured to be = 0.07 [65]. In Figure 5.4 we present 
the cross section per nucléon for calcium (Ca) as a function of xjp. Calcium is an 
isoscalar nucleus with A = 40 and Z = 20. We use = 0.21 as an appropriate 
value for the six quark cluster probability. We observe that the cross section increases 
as Pjjdi increases but decreases very fast with xp indicating that J/V* bosons are 
more copiously produced at lower values of the longitudinal momentum. 
To illustrate the influence of multiquark clusters on the Jji f )  production we plot 
the ratio of the cross section per nucléon for protons on a heavy nucleus to that on 
a light nucleus. In Figure 5.5 we show our result for the calcium to deuterium ratio 
versus xp for = SOOGeV and the two limiting values of the six quark cluster 
probabilities. In Figure 5.6 we show the tungsten to deuterium cross section ratio. 
We see that the effect of multiquark clusters is significant. For zyr < 0.1 the ratio is 
greater than unity. In this range the average nucleus gluon distribution 
G/IU2) « (l-/)G'3(a.-2) + /G|i(a.2/2) 
exceeds that of a single nucléon. This conclusion can be reached by considering that 
the dominant mechanism for J j if) production is the gluon-gluon fusion process. For 
small positive xp (meaning large 3=2) the gluon distributions in six quark clusters 
P,.K=800GeV 
P,.H=400GeV 
P,.H=200GeV 
0 .2 .4 .6 .8 
Xf 
Figure 5.4: The per nucléon cross section for J/ij) 
production with protons on calcium cal­
culated usion the duality hypothesis 
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are larger than those of nucléons. Due to the presence of such clusters, values of X2 
greater than one can be reached. For > 0.1 we observe a serious depletion of the 
ratio to values much smaller than unity. The effect becomes more pronounced as / 
increases. In fact this ratio is more sensitive to the six quark cluster probability than 
the corresponding ratio for the Drell-Yan process. At large values of xp the average 
gluon distribution in the nucleus is reduced relative to that of a single nucléon. 
In Figures 5.5 and 5.6 we have also plotted data points for calcium and tungsten 
targets from Ref. [66]. We observe that the predictions of our model are significantly 
higher than the data points. It is clear that this model is not sufficient to account for 
the observed depletion of the cross section ratio by itself. A more detailed discussion 
of the possible explanations will follow. 
The Drell-Yan Background 
The cross section we have calculated above does not include the Drell-Yan back­
ground. The t//^ production cross section along with subsequent decay of the J/tj) 
to a lepton pair has been evaluated to order a|a^. The Drell-Yan cross section has 
been evaluated to order cv^. Their ratio is, therefore, of order ^ 0.05, the 
Drell-Yan cross section being larger. This means that we can add these cross sections 
incoherently, though approximately, to find the total cross section at the J/V» peak. 
The interference term should be negligible due to the orthogonality of the photon 
and J/^ states. 
The motivation behind this idea is that the inclusion Drell-Yan process may 
alter the cross section ratio. We have investigated the influence of the presence of 
multiquark clusters on the Drell-Yan cross section for pions incident on nuclei in 
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Chapter 3. In that chapter we saw that the cross section ratio exhibited an EMC-
type behavior with shadowing at small X2. This may give rise to additional depletion 
in the case of 7/0 production for large positive values of xjp. 
The Drell-Yan cross section for protons incident on a target of mass number 
A, atomic number Z, and effective six quark cluster probability / can be calculated 
using the technique we developed in Chapter 3. We can easily obtain the formula 
In this equation we have included the contribution of the proton sea and have applied 
isospin invariance relations to express all parton number densities in terms of those 
for (p) and (pp) type clusters. 
With this consideration the cross section that should enter the duality equation 
where F  =  F { s )  as in eq. (5.12) and K  is the Drell-Yan /^-factor. In the case 
of eq. (5.14) these constants do not cancel in the cross section ratio. For PIQI = 
SOOCreV, we shall take F = 1/12 as in the previous section and K = 2. 
in order to perform the integration over is the sum 
^NOI _ CI docc , DTI^Y 
i 9 — ^ 1 ; ? T •'i z :— (5.14) 
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We have repeated the calculation of the per nucléon cross section ratio including 
the Drell-Yan background. The result of this correction is negligible. For a:^ < 0.2 
and a:J? > 0.8 the correction is essentially zero. For 0.2 < xjp < 0.8 the maximum 
change in the ratio is approximately —0.001. The inclusion of the Drell-Yan cross 
section slightly lowers the cross section ratio. In the calculations that follow we shall 
ignore the Drell-Yan background. 
Color Screening and Color Transparency 
The J/V» boson is a strongly interacting meson that appears as a resonance in 
hadronic processes. If it is produced in a collision of a hadron with the constituents 
of a nucleus it can interact with the nuclear medium before eventually decaying. This 
interaction may result in the absorption of the J/^) (or the (cc) pair from which it 
develops) and the channeling of its charmed quark content into charmed mesons, 
whose rate of production should consequently be enhanced in the case of massive 
nuclear targets. Then, fewer J/t/» particles should be observed to exit the nucleus 
and to decay into the measured lepton pairs or into any other decay mode that is 
chosen by the experiment. This phenomenon is generally called color screening. 
On the other hand QCD dictates that the transverse size of the (cc) pair at 
the moment of its production cannot be as large as the size of a fully developed 
J I'LL) boson. This is a consequence of the pointlike couplings of field theory. In this 
context the concept of size should be interpreted as the effective strong interaction 
absorption cross section. As the (cc) state develops in time, however, virtual gluons 
(occasionally pair producing quarks) are exchanged between the charmed quarks 
imparting transverse momentum to them, henceforth increasing the transverse size 
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of the system. Therefore, the absorption cross section of the (cc) pair increases as 
the system propagates through the nucleus. The fact that the initial size of the 
(cc) system is smaller than that of the JI ij) boson results in a reduction of the color 
screening effect. The rate at which the J/?/» boson exits the nucleus and decays into 
a certain final state with the same invariant mass is not as low as should be expected 
on the basis of color screening. Since the nucleus seems to be more transparent to 
the propagation of the (cc) system, in this case, this phenomenon is called color 
transparency [67, 68, 69]. 
The color screening and color transparency effects are present in the production 
of any bound quark state in hadron-nucleus collisions [70]. Obviously, color screening 
is more important when the strong interaction cross section of the produced meson 
on the nucléons is greater. In this section we shall formulate a simple model for these 
effects in the particular case of the J/?/" boson. 
The interaction cross section of the <//?/> boson with one nucléon is approximately 
*^0(3) ~ 3.0/716 = 7.68GeV~^ [71]. (The subscripts 3,6 denote the number of valence 
quarks in the target cluster; the subscript 0 refers to the fully developed charmonium). 
Therefore, the effective strong interaction radius of the particle is 
''0(3) = LSeCelz-l, 
when it interacts with a proton or a neutron. These values do not include possible 
nuclear effects. We can estimate the cross section of the when it interacts with a 
six quark cluster using the bag model [72]. The cross section should be proportional 
to the square of the radius of the quark cluster, which in this case we may identify 
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with a quark bag containing the same number of valence quarks. Then 
2 
"0(6)-(^) -
6\3/4 (I ; 2 ^0(3) 21.50Gey-2, (5.15) 
which yields = 1.687'q^3^ = 2,Qi2GcV~^ for the effective radius. 
Next, we estimate the initial size of the (cc) system, i.e., its transverse radius 
at the moment of its production. The transverse direction is defined as the one 
perpendicular to the motion of the (cc) system and is almost the same as the direction 
of the projectile beam. When the (cc) system is produced via the quark-antiquark 
annihilation process its initial size must be zero (Figure 5.2). The same is true when 
it is produced via gluon-gluon fusion with an intermediate gluon (three gluon vertex 
diagram in Figure 5.1. However, when it is produced via an intermediate quark, its 
initial size is non-zero and can be estimated from the square of the 4-momentum 
carried by this intermediate quark {the virtuality of the quai'k). Specifically, the 
average of the square of the initial (cc) radius will be taken equal to the inverse of 
the quark virtuality, i.e., 
('•in> = (j^)- (5-W) 
As we can see in Figure 5.1 the 4-momentum of the intermediate quark is 
F = XIPI - Pc, (5.17) 
where Pc is the 4-momentum of the produced charmed quark. In the Lab frame of 
reference the two quarks in the final state must move at approximately the same 
momentum so that Pc = Pji^j2. In this frame, the 4-momenta of interest are 
XIPI = Or» ^l^w) ' (5-18) 
+ \HPLAHJ ' 
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and 
P = (,6 + (5.20) 
where m is the invariant mass of the (cc) system. Therefore, 
p2 = im2 - XIPI^J^ {J^\PLAH + ~ ' (5 21) 
Then, eq. (5.16) gives the average initial radius of the (cc) system for the gluon-gluon 
process. We observe that as xi increases, increases. 
Suppose that the (cc) system is created at r = 0 in its own rest frame with initial 
transverse size The maximum expcuision rate is equal to 1. At any proper time 
r > 0 the transverse radius that corresponds to interaction with an (*)-type cluster 
is 
^(z)(T) = ro(i) + [r + 'ïn - '•0(i)] ^ [''0(0 - nil - Tj ' (5.22) 
where i = 3,6 is the final size of the system which is equal to the radius. 
The presence of the (^-function guarantees that r(^)(T) cannot exceed Since we 
have considered only the maximum expansion rate, our model should give an upper 
limit to the color screening effect. 
The variables r^^^{T) are Lorentz invariant but it is convenient to express them 
in terms of Lab frame quantities. The longitudinal momentum of the (cc) system is 
Pz = 3;iPLab = (5.23) 
which yields 
^7 = (5.24) 
for the relativistic transformation that relates the Lab frame to the (cc) rest frame. 
If z is the distance traveled by the (cc) pair in the Lab frame and t is the time that 
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elapses from the moment of its production, then 
z = I3t 
t = 
giving 
M T = z = Bz. 
Substituting this result in eq. (5.22), we can find the absorption cross section at any 
value of the distance z as 
2 
a(-)(2:) = 7r •)(.-) = (7o(;) 
'(;)(z)' 
. 'O(i) . 
where 
"•0(0 
+ -t- il»_ _ 1 e 
'"0(0 - H N - B Z  
(5.26) 
(5.27) 
If the (cc) system travels along a certain path L in a nuclear medium that consists 
of (i)-type clusters the probability that it does not interact is given by 
^(j)(L) = exp J^dzp^-^{z)a^-^{z) (5.28) 
where /)^^^(^) is the number density of the (i)-type clusters at a location z in the 
nucleus. For each value of the index (?) there are two such %)robability functions, one 
corresponding to the gluon-gluon fusion process and one corresponding to the quark-
antiquark annihilation process, since the absorption cross sections start from different 
initial values in these two cases. We assume that on the average the (cc) system 
is created at the center of the nucleus and travels in the direction of the incident 
probe. We neglect the skin thickness of the nucleus {t$ % 2,3fm) so the number 
density of each cluster type is approximately constant in z. We also suppose that 
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the volume of a nucleus is proportional to its mass number A, i.e., = VQA, Fq = 
4/37r/?^, with RQ % 1,3FM. The value of RQ we use comes from strong interaction 
experiments; this is more approj^riate in our case than values obtained by electroweak 
experiments [73]. Then, the cluster number densities within the boundaries of a 
nucleus can be calculated in the nucleus rest frame (Lab) as 
and 
« P{G) = = VP (I+T) " % (RF?) ' 
where the cluster numbers 713 and ng have been introduced in Chapter 3. Outside 
the nucleus the number densities are zero (use of Wood-Saxon type density functions 
does not alter our results). Since the (cc) system travels a distance in the nucleus, 
equal, on the average, to the nuclear radius Ry^ = RQA^/^, eq. (5.28) becomes 
RA (5.31) % = -P(%)(^A) = exp ^ 
The value of this integral depends on whether the (cc) system reaches its maximum 
size before or after exiting the nucleus. More massive nuclei will give rise to more 
absorption. The probability functions of eqs. (5.28, 5.31) are increasing functions of 
Xp (decreasing functions of X2) since the higher the longitudinal momentum of the 
(cc) the easier it is for it to traverse the nucleus without interacting. For = 
800GeV and for a tungsten nucleus with /jy = 0.30 the minimum value of is 
0.86 attained at X2 —» 1 in the case of gluon-gluon fusion. The other three functions 
have slightly higher minima. If only color screening were included (in this case 
the (cc) pair forms a full size J/i/» boson immediately) we would find that w 
exp[-/9(3^7?^cro(3)] = 0.10 for tungsten. 
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In order to incorporate the color screening and color transparency effects into 
our calculation for the J/V" hadroproduction we must multiply the amplitudes for 
(cc) production by the probabilities given by eq. (5.31). Hence, the cross sections for 
the hard processes shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2 must be multiplied by the squares 
of these probabilities. The integration over is done subsequently. 
We present our results for the ratio of the cross section per nucléon on tungsten 
to that on deuterium in Figure 5.7. This ratio is plotted for three values of the 
six quark cluster probabilities (/|y) and /p for = SOOGeV. The curve 
corresponding to = /^ = 0 is the one that describes the effect of color screening 
without the presence of multiquark clusters. We observe that the effect produces 
shadowing at small values of o;^ which disappears fast as xjp increases. For xp > 0.1 
the J I'll) boson exits the nucleus without being screened. Consequently the inclusion 
of color screening does not alter the results when six quark clusters participate in 
the process. In fact the curves corresponding to f^/• = 0.30, f£) = 0.04, and to 
f]Y = 0.38, fj) = 0.05 are almost identical to those we obtained without color 
screening (Figure 5.6). We have to conclude that the presence of multiquark clusters 
is more important than the color screening effect. 
Discussion 
New accurate experimental data on the charmonium and bottomonium produc­
tion with SOOGeV protons on nuclei are readily available [66, 74]. These data show 
a considerable depletion of the J/il) and i/» production on heavy nuclei compared to 
that on deuterium for xj? > 0.1. Within experimental errors this depletion is the 
same for the J/ij) and the ijj but exhibits a strong dependence on the mass number 
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of the target nucleus. For tungsten as the heavy nucleus the cross section ratio per 
nucléon is as low as apjiroximately 0.4 at xp = 0.55. The data points are consistently 
lower than our theoretical predictions for all the targets used in the experiments. 
A similar depletion (though a little less pronounced) appears in the T 15,25+35 
resonance data. 
We consider that a possible source of the discrepancy between our model and 
the data is the use of the duality hypothesis and the application of perturbative 
QCD without considering the bound nature of the quarkonium states. The duality 
hypothesis intrinsically assumes that the develops directly from a perturbatively 
produced (cc) pair without taking into account quantum number conservation ex­
plicitly. 
The J/rj) boson is a = 1 state in which the valence quarks have L = 0 
relative orbital angular momentum (5 wave). Thus, it can not be produced by fusion 
of two transversely polarized gluons each having spin J = 1 in a relative X = 0 
state [75, 76]. Such gluons can form states with total angular momentum J = 0,1,2 
of which the J = 0,2 states are symmetric upon particle interchange while the 7 = 1 
state is antisymmetric. Bose symmetry requires that two gluons with relative L = 0 
have a symmetric spin wave function so that the total J = I option should be 
excluded. The J = 0 option must also be excluded because it does not contain 
enough angular momentum to creat a 7/»/». Therefore, the only available possibility 
involving fusion of two gluons is the J = 2 channel. To produce a final 5 state this 
P {J = 2) state must decay by emission of a J = 1 system (possibly a photon or 
a number of hadrons). The only gluon-gluon fusion diagrams that can contribute 
to this process explicitly conserving angular momentum are the ones that proceed 
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via an intermediate quark (Figure 5.1). The three gluon vertex diagram should be 
eliminated because the intermediate gluon can not have 7 = 2. (A virtual gluon can 
be longitudinal having 7 = 0 but this possibility has already been excluded). 
The quark-antiquark annihilation iJrocess is in accordance with quantum number 
conservation. A quark-antiquark pair with Z, = 0 may form <7 = 0,1 states of which 
the 7 = 1 state can produce a Jjij) via an intermediate transverse gluon. The Bose 
symmetry of this state is not a problem since the total wave function of a particle-
antiparticle system need not be antisymmetric under particle interchange. However, 
this process is less important than the two gluon fusion. The argument regarding 
quantum number conservation holds true in the case of the T states as well [77]. 
We may then consider a reaction in which two transverse gluons fuse to produce 
7 = 0,2 triplet Pj states which subsequently decay into a J/ij) and a 7 = 1 system. 
The latter will often be a photon. In this way the charmonium could be produced 
with a photon in coincidence. 
Another important problem related to the 7/?/) production is the fact that the 
(cc) pair produced in the relevant lowest order QCD processes is a color octet. The 
7/V' boson must be a color singlet. Emission of a color octet gluon from the c or 
the c quark may render the (cc) system colorless [78]. However, this would lead to a 
collinear singularity in the final state since the charmonium is produced with almost 
zero transverse momentum. In this case a jet would be produced in coincidence with 
the 7/V' in the forward (incident beam) direction. 
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In this chapter we summarize the content of this thesis adding some physical 
intuition to the results. A number of conclusions on the consequences and the appli­
cability of our model are drawn. In closing, we present some future perspectives and 
initiative for further research. 
Summary and Interpretation 
In this work we have developed a systematic method to determine the parton 
momentum distributions for multiquark color singlets in the Bjorken scaling limit. 
We have seen how the total momentum fractions carried by the partons in such 
multiquark clusters is shifted from the valence quarks to the ocean quarks and the 
gluons as the baryon number increases. We have also presented an approximate 
calculation of the effective six quark cluster probability in a nucleus and of the average 
number of the various types of clusters. Then we investigated the consequences of 
the presence of such clusters in high energy processes with nuclear targets. We have 
seen that the Quantum Chromodynamics substructure of the nucléons, described by 
a direct product of perturbative matrix elements and non-perturbative momentum 
distributions reflecting color confinement, gives rise to significant effects that are 
observable at both intermediate and short distances studied in nuclear and high 
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energy physics. 
The QCD asymptotic freedom scale at which the partons behave like quasifree 
particles in their parent nucléons is ^ < O.l/rn. The hadron physics scale at which 
nucléons behave as elementary particles with possible elastic scattering form factors 
is ^ > 1.0/m. In the intermediate range of distances nucléons bound in nuclei present 
features that belong to both scales. The quark cluster model attributes certain prop­
erties of bound nucléons in this distance range to changes in their partonic structure 
that occur at the asymptotic freedom scale. We can also view this statement in the 
reverse order. The hadron scale properties of bound nucléons lead to changes in the 
behavior of the underlying partons relative to that of free nucléons. Ultimately, we 
would like to explain these phenomena by means of QCD but this would amount 
to actually solving the QCD field equations between the perturbative and the non-
perturbative limit, a forbiding task. Instead, we have tried to invent a model that 
effectively incorporates non-perturbative properties of bound nucléons in a way that 
allows perturbation theory to be applied to them. 
The EMC effect seems to be explained reasonably well within the framework of 
our model for all values of the scaling variable a; and without the need to employ 
contributions of vector mesons, rescaling mechanisms and extra nuclear Fermi 
motion. Such contributions can be present but their importance does not appear to be 
dominant in electroweak deep inelastic scattering processes. The observed shadowing 
at small values of x can be viewed as a result of the valence quark depletion in 
multiquark clusters. This interpretation competes with gluon recombination models. 
It seems plausible, however, that there is an overlap between these models and ours, 
since the formation of multiquark clusters requires dynamical exchange of gluons and 
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quarks between nucléons in nuclei. 
The Drell-Yan process exhibits similar EMC-type features. The quark cluster 
model can explain the small x shadowing when the probe is a proton or a pion. It 
can also explain the depletion of the cross section ratio at intermediate values of x as 
observed in the case of a negative pion probe. The result is in reasonable agreement 
with data. 
The model predicts enhancement of the gluon component as the cluster baryon 
number increases. This property can explain the increase in direct photon hadropro-
duction on nuclei because the latter is mostly a result of quark-gluon Compton scat­
tering at the partonic level. This phenomenon scales in the transverse momentum 
fraction carried by the photon. 
The presence of multiquark clusters also affects the hadroproduction cross section 
for charmonium and bottomonium resonances. In particular the production of Jj^) 
bosons on nuclei with proton probes is predicted to be reduced relative to that on 
free nucléons for xp > 0.1. This phenomenon is sensitive to the gluon distributions 
as well. We saw that color screening effects reduce the Jjij) yield but are not very 
important. The experimental results show a depletion of the cross section ratio per 
nucléon that is significantly more pronounced than the one predicted by our model. 
Future Perspectives 
There is a variety of processes which can be used to check the validity of the 
quark cluster model as we have presented it in this work. These include the ef­
fect of multiquark clusters on nuclear charge densities, the Gottfried sum rule [79] 
which should be violated in the presence of multiquark clusters, and the effect of real 
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photon production near the quark-gluon plasma transition in nucleus-nucleus colli­
sions. Further investigation of the quarkonium porduction cross sections including 
non-perturbative effects is also appropriate. 
Work in the areas mentioned above is in progress and results should be antic­
ipated soon. We are hoping to develoj) a clearer and more complete picture of the 
high energy physics of the nucleus. 
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